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Abstract

Here we discuss an investigation of handshape markedness based on frequency of occurrence in an ASL
database. Using a database of the most frequently used signs in a corpus of child language and other
early-acquired signs we examined the handshapes of approximately 1000 signs by using two annotation
systems, BTS and Stokoe annotation. Results indicate that the distribution of handshape use on the
dominant and non-dominant hands is consistent with the predictions set forth by previous researchers
in their examinations of handshape markedness. Our findings are also consistent with investigations
handshape frequency in other sign languages, suggesting some cross-linguistic comparability in handshape
markedness.

I. Introduction

Phonological markedness in the tradition
of Bybee (1976), describes aspects of lan-
guage production that are relatively dif-

ficult to perceive, produce, are acquired later
by children, and occur less frequently within
and across languages. In signed languages,
discussions of markedness often focus on the
handshape parameter. Here we discuss an in-
vestigation of handshape markedness in Amer-
ican Sign Language (ASL) based on frequency
of occurrence in an ASL database.

Hierarchies of handshape markedness have
been based on a variety of observations. Boyes-
Braem (1990) and Ann (1996) examined the
anatomical and physiological properties of the
hand and forearm to arrive at their respective
predictions of markedness. Siedlecki & Bonvil-
lian (1997) noted the order in which children
tend to acquire handshapes, and Lane et al.
(1976) conducted an experiment in which re-
vealed that unmarked handshapes are least of-
ten confused in visual perception tasks. Bat-

tison (1978, among others) noted that these
unmarked handshapes tend to be maximally
distinct and occur in all sign languages studied
to date (this includes very recent documenta-
tion on the phonology of hunting signs used by
two groups in Botswana, Mohr & Fehn, 2013).
Finally, unmarked handshapes occur in a wide
array of lexical contexts including use on the
non-dominant hand.

While each of these researchers employed
different methods to develop their respective
predictions, they all arrived at roughly the same
conclusion; there is a subset of handshapes
used in ASL that are generally predicted to be
less marked and should occur most frequently
throughout the language. Figure 1 illustrates
the seven handshapes Battison predicts to be
maximally unmarked.

In the present investigation, what is at issue
is that, while Battison proposed seven distinct
unmarked handshapes, others have proposed
as few as three or four (Sandler, 1996). New fre-
quency statistics can provide relevant evidence
for this discussion.
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Figure 1: Subset of maximally unmarked handshapes, according to Battison

II. Methods

Using an ASL ID Gloss database (see Alkoby
et al., 2010; Fanghella et al., 2012, for discus-
sion of creation and recent implementation),
we examined the handshape parameter in the
dominant and non-dominant hands of approxi-
mately 1000 signs produced in citation form by
several adult signers. Roughly half of these
signs were extracted and reproduced from
spontaneous signing in a corpus of child and
child-directed language (Chen Pichler et al.,
2010). The remaining signs were elicited trans-
lations of lexical items from Fry’s Word List
(Fry, 2004), a collection of high frequency words
used for reading and writing. A strength to our
approach was using multiple handshape no-
tation systems. All signs were coded using
Stokoe Notation (Stokoe et al., 1965) and the
Berkeley Transcription System (BTS) (Hoiting
& Slobin, 2002; Kuntze, 2007). Stokoe et al.’s no-
tation system glosses over some possibly non-
contrastive differences (e.g., handshapes a, s, t

are all assigned the same designation), whereas
BTS captures more precise distinctions in hand
configuration, giving separate designations to
varieties of related handshapes.

III. Results

The most frequent handshapes in our database
were b, 5, a, g/1 which is consistent with pre-
dicted frequency and handshape acquisition
order previously noted from ASL and other
sign languages including British SL (Mann et al.,
2010), Brazilian SL (Karnopp, 2002), and Tai-
wanese SL (Ann, 2005). One interesting find-
ing is the inclusion of the B handshape, con-
trary to Sandler’s (1996) analysis of B as more

marked. The relatively lower frequency of C is
consistent with her analysis, which excludes it
from the unmarked set. With our two annota-
tion systems, we can see that while BTS shows
more detail, it still captures the same general-
izations as Stokoe notation. Figures 2a and 2a
illustrate the distribution of handshapes with
each notation system. Also, handshapes used
on the non-dominant hand were almost exclu-
sively from the unmarked set (b, 5, a, g/1) in
our data confirming Battison’s prediction that
the weak hand should bear unmarked hand-
shapes. Figure 3 demonstrates the distribution
of non-dominant handshapes; B handshapes
occur with roughly equal frequency regardless
of which notation system is used, further sug-
gesting their unmarked status.

IV. Discussion & Future work

Results indicate that the distribution of hand-
shapes in this database is consistent with the
predictions set forth by previous researchers
but the set of maximally unmarked handshapes
is only a subset of those pictured in Figure 1.
With this evidence, it certainly seems to be the
case that ASL favors unmarked handshapes.
Furthermore, this set of handshapes corre-
sponds to child handshape acquisition and the
most frequently occurring handshapes from
other languages including British SL (Mann
et al., 2010), Brazilian SL (Karnopp, 2002), and
Taiwanese SL (Ann, 2005). Additionally, some
of these handshapes are used in the secondary
sign systems used for hunting by certain tribes
in Botswana (Mohr & Fehn, 2013). This sug-
gests fairly robust cross-linguistic comparabil-
ity in handshape markedness.
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(a) Stokoe hs Distribution (b) BTS hs Distribution

Figure 2: hs distributions using two different notation systems

Figure 3: Non-dominant hs Distribution (BTS Notation)

→ →
B variant Bent B B A

69% 57%
(a) BTS notation (b) Stokoe notation

Figure 4: Frequent hs bigrams: This figure indicates that, for (a), 69% of the time the B variant
handshape begins a sign, a bent B results from a handshape change. For (b), 57% of the time a B
handshape begins a sign, a handshape change will result in an A handshape.

There are two ways in which we hope to
further this project and continue to make use
of this database. First, we would like to re-
examine the extent to which the Symmetry
and Dominance conditions Battison (1978) sug-
gested are borne out in this database. We
showed that handshapes used on the non-
dominant hand are, for the most part, conform
to those unmarked forms per Battison’s stip-

ulation, however other handshapes were also
used. How often and in what particular signs
are more marked handshapes used on the non-
dominant hand? Does this pose a problem for
assumptions we have made about the phono-
logical grammar?

Next, we would like to examine handshape
bigram frequencies. Specifically, given hand-
shape X, how likely is handshape Y? This
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would prove useful in controlling for frequency
of handshape and handshape transitions in psy-
cholinguistic experiments.

Earlier we noted that while Sandler sug-
gested that the set of unmarked handshapes
did not include B, we found this to be a preva-
lent handshape in our database. Related to this
discussion and with respect to handshape bi-
grams consider the findings from our database
presented in Figure 4. Of note is that of signs
with handshape changes, B and related hand-
shapes are still quite prevalent – regardless of
notation system, B and related handshapes oc-
cur frequently.
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